YES.. YES..
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Our beloved country and people faced challenges and well planned plots since
long time ago, which were surfacing from time to time; however, they were
challenged, bravely faced and were doomed to fail due to the tenacity and unity
of our forefathers. Moreover, peace, harmony and co-existence are inherent and
intrinsic in our nature and culture… which enabled our entity and identity to be
preserved…. However, what about tomorrow?
After asking my core questions, below are the contents elaborated.
1. The deportation of 80,000 Eritreans from Ethiopia.
2. Put the ELF (Eritrean Liberation Front) organization under EPRDF
(Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Democratic Front).

This situation
During the Italian colonization of Eritrea… the Italians had well studied and
planned plans to conscript our forefathers to fight and die for Italian wars and

conquests in Libya, Ethiopia and Austria. Moreover, they were able to attract
youngsters from Italy and neighbouring countries such as Ethiopia with the
promise to employ them; however, Italy’s plans were to enlist them in their
armies. These young soldiers from overseas and Ethiopia had children from
Eritrean women by miscegenation.

A view of our Eritrean grandfathers while boarding a ship
in Massawa to travel to fight in Libya and Austria and were
being farewelled by the Italian authorities.
“The Italian Prime Minister Benito Mussolini, in 1930, declared and passed a new
law that prohibits the marriage of Italian soldiers who left their wives back home
in Italy and that their offspring from such extramarital relationships will not be
accepted and recognized by the Italian government. This law enabled the halting
of the miscegenation (interracial/transnational marriages) with Eritrean women.”

After the end of Italian colonization
When Eritrea was under the BMA (British Military Administration 1941-1952),
the Sudan was also under British control. The British proposed and had plans to

implement their plot to divide Eritrea into two parts each to be part with the two
of our neighbouring countries. The Eritrean Lowlands to be stripped from Eritrea
and be part of Sudan. On the other hand; Eritrean highlands, Samhar and Gash
Barka regions to join Tigray and form one region called Greater Tigray and this
can be attested by historical facts.
“To achieve their goals… they chose “religion” to be the best means to divide
our society between Muslims and Christians. However, our wise and gallant
forefather from both religions (Islam and Christianity) refuted the venomous
proposals and plots and in 1946 its futility and failure was assured.”

Trial to annihilate Eritrean entity and identity
All the possible means, tricks and plots were tried… to divide and dismantle
Eritrean entity… however, due to the tenacity and wisdom of Eritrean people they
were defeated. Although the trials are on progress until now and they come in
different forms and shapes disguised to cheat the Eritrean people.

The February 21, 1950 events
In this day in Asmara… social unrest, riots and burning of shops occurred and it
was designed and ignited to show that the coexistence and harmony between
Muslims and Christians in Eritrea is not possible and the idea of a free and
independent Eritrea is not viable. As usual our wise forefathers failed the plots.

Their plots and methods
Although all their plots failed, the enemies of the Eritrean people didn’t stop
their plots… and continued by using different means and methods and they
seemed that they will not rest until they achieve their goals.

Their plots and methods used
Several times… since 2002 I was writing and clarifying the plots that started
from the times of Asrate Kasa and Mengesha Siyoum who believed that Eritrea
is part and parcel of Ethiopia and were trying tirelessly to realize their dreams.
The plots which I was warning about… are becoming clearer day after day.

Today
Today those who are camouflaged as nationalists (PFDJ ruling junta) and are
crying to wage wars against “Woyane” (Tigray ruling junta in Ethiopia)… those
wars ripped the lives of innocent lives while they and their children are away in
safe places. Why these useless wars were/are waged? What are the outcomes?
As the late Meles Zenawi in 1992 when asked that Eritrea will be separated
from Ethiopia if we accept the referendum results… Meles replied: “Let them
go (separate) for now… they will come back to us by themselves begging”. His
answer shows clearly that there were hidden agendas that we see unfolding it
today.
In 1992 the whole armaments and ammunitions that were captured from the
defeated Derg Armies… were delivered and given in the Mereb frontier to the
“Woyane”… but why that happened? The Defence Minister at that time was
Mesfin Hagos… and he should provide us the answer to that occurrence. We
need explanations from Mesfin Hagos… if he really believes in Eritrean
sovereignty.

Deportation of Eritreans from Ethiopia
In world history we can witness several events of deportations due to security
reasons and war times. For example, in the Soviet Union, when they decided to
get rid of the Jews. they forbade the well-educated and highly skilled Jews to

leave the USSR. On the contrary in Ethiopia, those Eritreans who were deported
represented the well-educated and highly skilled ones who built Ethiopia and
had great and marked contributions to the progress and development of
Ethiopia.

While those who were known as thieves and embezzlers were

untouched and still today are living in Ethiopia.

What after the deportation of Eritreans from Ethiopia
The ruling junta in Eritrea, DIA, who is a twin of “Woyane” Ethiopian ruling
junta… didn’t present the necessary service and welcome acceptance or any
remarkable help and care about to the deported and miserable deported
Eritreans. The lunatic dictator instead of saying: “Welcome home” he
sarcastically said: “We have people who eat meat for breakfast daily” and the
ruling junta of DIA received funds worth 300,000,000 (three hundred million)
Euros from UN agencies to help and support the deported Eritreans… however,
the money was confiscated by the ruling bandits in Eritrea.

This cruel step
This plot was done to break the backbone of Eritrean people and their power.
To make them apathetic to the extent of saying: “Is this the freedom which we
were dreaming of? Did we fight and our people get martyred for these
outcomes? Was our entire struggle was in vain? The plan was designed to create
a feeling of hopelessness and resentment about our struggle and sacrifices.

Those with plans
The plotters not only planned the deportation of Eritreans from Ethiopia, they
also executed the plan to get rid of Eritrean Liberation Front forces and the
whole organization from the fighting arena and struggle in Eritrea with the
cooperation of Woyane Tigray.

Before I say “goodbye” I would like to stress and talk about the October 27,
2016 New York Big Free Eritreans’ Peaceful Demonstrations in front of UN
office… here is my message to the Organizing Committee.
Eritrea is at crossroads… our country and entity is in danger of its being and
existence… we are ready to defend our people’s rights and our country’s
sovereignty. Whatever are plots and by whomever… the dangers are planned
and coming, we should stand firm to defend and preserve our country, entity
and identity.

UNITY of Eritrean People and its Land
Eritrean sovereignty is unquestionable
Eritrean Land and People cannot be divided
Eritrean sovereignty must be respected…
Clearly assured and protected
I call upon you that the above “slogans” either in written form or verbally to be
chanted in your peaceful demonstration…. I congratulate you in advance to
have a successful and fruitful demonstration.

Nice week
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